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Winter 2010 

Do all questions.  Clearly state any assumptions that you may make 

1. Using data covering May 1998 to October 2000, a graduate student 
attempted to estimate the demand for meals at a local restaurant. The 
data included the average price per meal (p), the number of customers 
(q), and advertising expenditures (a). The following model in levels 
and logs was estimated: 
Q = b0 + b1p + b2a + b3s + b4T
The s variable measures seasonality, but requires some explanation in 
this application. The town the restaurant is in is small, but enjoys big 
crowds during sporting events held at the local university.  The 
university also does not have many summer programs so student 
population is very small during the summer months. For these reasons, 
the grad student set the season variable equal to one during the 
regular school months and zero in the summer months and December 
– the times when there are few students in the town. The trend 
variable (T) captures any time trend and takes the value one for the 
first month of the data, two for second, and so on. The regression 
results are as follows: 
Dependent Variable: Number of Customers – Levels 
F-ratio = 19.354 R2 = .7559 
Variable  Estimate Standard Error t-ratio
Intercept  8790.42 1716.78  5.12 
Price (p)  -505.92 168.45  -3.00 
Advertising (a) .824  .593   1.39 
Season (s)  966.142 178.37  5.41 
Trend (T)  25.86  11.07   2.335 

Dependent Variable: Number of Customers – LOGS 
F-ratio = 23.994 R2 = .7993 
Variable  Estimate Standard Error t-ratio
Intercept  10.018 0.823   12.177 
Ln Price  -0.995  0.316   -3.15 
Ln Advertising 0.097  0.062   1.575 
Season (s)  0.199  0.032   6.212 
Trend (T)  0.005  0.002   2.539 

Means of Variables:  Customers = 5026.73, Price = $10.42 and Ads = 
$602.20 

a. What is the price elasticity of demand? 
b. Is the restaurant’s advertising program effective? 
c. If you were the manager of the restaurant, would you change the 

advertising budget? 



d. Is the business in this restaurant stable over time? 
e. Is business slower during the months when students are gone from 

the area? 

2. Imagine there are 100 firms in a perfectly competitive industry. Each 
produces an output, q, using labour L and capital K according to the 
following short-run production function: 
q = 5 + 4L - .25L2 + K 
Each firm currently has five units of K. The price of each worker is $50 
per day. The price of capital, K, is $100 per day. Suppose the industry 
is in long and short-run equilibrium.  
a. How much output does each individual firm produce? 
b. How much output does the entire industry produce? 
c. What is the price of output in this industry? 

3. (A true story) In 1981 a representative of the manufacturer along with 
the regional distributor of Head skis tried to buy the entire stock of 
their own skis being offered for sale at very low prices by a chain of 
discount stores. At one store, the purchasers immediately went outside 
and broke all the skis in the store parking lot and dumped them in the 
nearby dumpster. Can you offer an explanation for this? 

4. For each of the following products, could consumer lock-in or network 
externalities (or both) create a barrier to entry? Explain why or why 
not.

a. Toothpaste
b. CD’s 
c. Video games 

5. Even if firms in a monopolistically competitive market collude 
successfully and fix price, economic profit will still be competed away. 
Explain (include an explanation of economic profit in your explanation). 
Will price be higher or lower under such an agreement in long-run 
equilibrium than would be the case if firms didn’t collude? Explain. 

6. Many economists argue that more research, development and 
innovation occur in the oligopolistic market structure than in any other. 
Why? 

7. Maytag wants to prevent Whirlpool from entering the market for high-
priced, front-load washing machines. Front-load washing machines 
clean clothes better and use less water than conventional top-load 
machines. Even though front-load machines are more costly to 
manufacture than top-loaders, Maytag is nonetheless earning 
economic profit as the only firm making the front-loaders for upscale 
consumers. The following payoff table shows the annual profits (in 


